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Traditionally the real estate market is considered one of 
the toughest and competitive in Russia. After the downfall 
of the Soviet Union, a large number of private  
construction companies appeared. Today they put mil-
lions of square meters worth of apartments in commis-
sion annualy. 

In Russia it is common to buy realty during the  
construction phase. The price of an apartment in a house 
under construction is 30-40% cheaper than in one that’s 
finished. But due to harsh economic situation in the late 
90s, as well as crises of 2008 and 2014, many construction 
companies started to face difficulties carrying out their 
obligations. The construction of a lot of projects  
gets delayed for months and years, and the finished 
buildings are often quite different from what people  
had been promised.

The consequence of this situation is that such things as 
company’s longtime history and reliable image become 
the key factors for choosing the real estate.

How can a young construction company like  
Brusnika – without a long history and an  
established image – compete with the leaders  
of the real estate market?

The answer to this question was prompted by the  
current residents of Brusnika’s projects. Researching 
their way of life helped us find a strategy for the young 
brand and create the communication that allowed  
it to stand out on the market.

SUMMARY



In Russia there is a unique word which is very  
characteristic for the country’s real estate market - 
“долгострой” (dolgostroy; “something that’s being built 
for too long“). The word refers to projects that were 
planned to be finished a few years ago, but still have 
not been commissioned because of the problems of the 
construction company. Due to the fact that the apart-
ments in Russia are mostly bought in the houses that 
are under construction, customers have a serious fear 
of “dolgostroy“.

Therefore, the experience, trustworthiness and  
reliability are the main criteria for choosing the  
construction company to buy an apartment from.

In clients’ opinion only old companies that exist since 
the Soviet times possess these qualities. They seem 
more likely to fulfill the obligations.

That’s why young companies face difficulties  
trying to enter the real estate market in Russia.  
People afraid that attractive pictures from  
advertisements will turn out to be just  
another “dolgostroy”.

In Russia, articles that help the audience avoid the “trap of dolgostroy” are 
extremely popular (https://news.ners.ru/kak-opoznat-dolgostroy.html — 
use Google Translate to understand the meaning of the article, please)

SHORT MARKET OVERVIEW



COMMUNICATION OVERVIEW

The real estate market is one of the most conservative in terms  
of communication. For the well-known and established market leaders  
it is enough to just put their logo next to a picture or a 3D-image of the  
future project, write the name of the dictrict where it will be located and 
put the price tag next to them to get audience’s attention. They continue  
to use this straightforward approach to communicating with  
the audience for many years.



Brusnika is a realtively young brand that appeared  
on the market around 5 years ago. Since that time several  
projects have been completed. For example, 4 in Ekaterinburg 
with the total living space of 110.000m2.

Competing companies that are generally a lot larger have built 
several times more than that.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

A Brusnika project in Tumen



What makes Brusnika different from its competitors is 
not only its unusual name (the direct translation is “ling-
onberry”, which effectively stands out in the market 
that is dominated by “soviet” kinds of names like Don 
Construction Company, Siberian Academic  
Construction Company or Monolith at best). Unlike 
most of its competitors, Brusnika does not build its 
projects according to old Soviet designs and schemes. 
They create their own ones. Designing projects from 
scratch allows the constructors to implement new 
ideas, increase the comfort level with every project and 

STRENGTHS

Playgrounds of special designs Car-free yards (very uncommon for Russia) Rooms for storaging bicycles and baby strollers

introduce unique features that are new to the Russian 
audience. For instance: private and secure inner yard, 
special rooms for storaging baby strollers and  
bicycles, playgrounds of special designs, etc.

Today there are 18 features that are unique  
to Brusnika’s projects.

Also, the company’s approach to staff recruitment 
allows it to bring together people who have a passion 
for creating new solutions in each project they work on 
and a sincere wish to  improve people’s lives.

So when we formulated the company’s key feature  
and point of difference from its competitors, it was 
Ingenuity in everything.



Short history and small number of completed projects  
are the main weaknesses of Brusnika.

These are the results of the preliminary quantitative  
research:

 
Level of trust:

The main competitor — 33% 

Market average — 12% 

Brusnika — 2%. 

 
The level of perceived high quality

The main competitor — 20%

Market average — 16%

Brusnika — 5%. 

 
The audience does not perceive Brusnika  
as a trustworthy company – mainly because  
it’s too young.

WEAKNESSES

Brusnika Our main competitors



It’s difficult for Brusnika to operate on a conservative  
construction market with long-established leaders and 
where trust and long history are the main criteria for  
choosing who to buy an apartment from.  
This situation made our communication objectives  
rather obvious:

•  Change the perception of the brand 
Increase the level of trust so that people wouldn’t think 
Brusnika to be a “dolgostroy” company.

 
•  Show Brusnika’s strengths  
Highlight the inventive approach and a large number of 
unique features designed to make people’s lives better.

OUR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



Brusnika ended up in a rather tricky situation.  
On one hand it uses many innovative and unique features 
that other companies don’t, on the other hand - they are 
too complex to explain them clearly in advertising. 

We made an assumption: if inventive approach to con-
struction actually has a positive effect on the projects 
we build, then people who reside in those projects  
must feel this effect on thier lives.

We didn’t know whether it was true, and decided to check.

STRATEGIC HYPOTHESIS



A classic marketing survey (like “what is better,  
Coca-Cola or Pepsi?”) could give us a distorted result.  
So we turned to the specialists from Euro-Asian centre  
of social research and asked them to conduct the survey. 

They selected several finished Brusnika projects where 
people have been living for at least 1-2 years and  
several projects of Brusnika’s main competitors  
as objects for study.

The survey was conducted in the yards of the houses.  
In addition to general sociological questions,  
open-ended questions were asked to help us identify  
the effect our ingenuity had on people’s everyday lives.  

For example:

“Have you acquired any new habits, activities or hobbies 
since the time you moved here?”

The results of this study surprised everybody. 
Even the constructors who came to the presentation  
to find out how their product makes people’s lives  
better, were amazed.

CONFIRMATIVE RESEARCH



It turned out that Brusnika´’s innovative features  
and unique attributes that were built into the facilities  
had a significant effect on the quality of people’s lives.  
For example:

39% started to communicate with their neighbors more 
frequently (due to common areas and pergolas on the 
courtyards, that were specially designed for bringing 
people together).

86% started to feel safer and more secure. 

Most residents (93%) said they felt happier after they 
moved to Brusnika’s project.

There are dozens of other statistically verified facts  
that proved that Brusnika’s inventive approach actually 
affected people’s lives.

We called this positive effect “The Brusnika effect”. 

THE BRUSNIKA EFFECT



“The Brusnika effect” was so impressive that it served  
as a base for the advertising campaign. The first flight  
of outdoor advertising simply featured the results  
of the research.

The research ignited a public discussion about social  
urbanism and the ways that architecture can influence  
people’s lives. Top management of the company  
participated in forums and talks and was interviewed  
on the subject numerous times.

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
FIRST FLIGHT

OOH and prints advertising:

41% of Brusnika residents began to let the  
children go for walks alone

79% of Brusnika residents began to walk  
more often

39% of Brusnika residents began  
to engage in sports more often

PR and earned media:

Special events:



During the research people answered open-ended 
questions which allowed us to gather a large number of 
unique personal stories about how “The Brusnika effect” 
had changed people’s lives.

These stories were truly curios and very emotional.  
Here are just a few examples: 

- Igor (a programmer) and Maria (a photographer)  
decided to launch their own business and opened  
a caf´e in their own apartment building after moving  
to a Brusnika project. 

- After moving to Brusnika, another couple, Maria and 
Mikhail made their lifestyle healthier. It saterted with 
yoga exerciseson thw lawn in front of their house and 
lead to opening an online store for healthy food. 

- Andrew and Lydia often went for a walk in the evening. 
In the end, these strolls transformed into a serious  
passion for Nordic walking. 

We decided to make them the basis for the second  
flight of the campaign.

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN  
SECOND FLIGHT

OOH and print advertising: PR and SMM:

Mikhail and Maria opened a health food store

Igor and Maria opened a coffee house in their house

Andrey and Lydia took to Nordic walking



We wanted to link “The Brusnika Effect” to the unique 
features of Brusnika’s projects and the key brand feature: 
Ingenuity in everything. And so the website is made in the 
form of timeline of an ordinary day of a Brusnika resident. 
Each screen represents one hour of the day, talks about a 
popular activity that residents engage in at the time and the 
unique feature of the project that allowed this.

For example:

 
7:00 Morning exercise

Here in Brusnika we encourage people to go in for sports.

The residents like training outdoors: jogging in the morning, 
using outdoor exercise equipment for fitness or exercising 
on the lawn.

Bicycle tracks

Cycling and jogging tracks with a smooth surface are 
placed across the whole project. They are put in a safe dis-
tance from the roadways and sidewalks. 
 
 
See the site in action: http://ekaterinburg.brusnika.ru/

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN  
WEBSITE



7:00 Morning exercise 8:00 Time to go to Work 21:30 A Pleasant Evening



The strategy and «The Brusnika Effect» campaign were 
inspired by the product and its direct influence on people’s 
lives. Statistic facts and true stories of residents’ experience 
of living in the company’s projects were presented to the 
broad audience.  
This allowed us to show that purchasing an apartment  
in a Brusnika project is not only a low-risk money investment 
but also a life-changing move.

 

RESULTS

As a result of the campaign which featured no TV advertising  
the level of unaided awareness of the Brusnika brand has 
increased from 4% to 14% (up to 16% among core audience) 
in one year. Aided awareness increased up to 41% — the level 
of the market leaders. Post-campaign research showed that 
among people who saw our ads, 17% of respondents would 
recommend our product to friends and relatives. This is the 
best score among all construction companies.



SPASIBO FOR YOUR ATTENTION


